In § 2 we introduce the notation and assumptions which will be assumed to hold throughout the paper. Section 3 begins our study of exS^ and using a result of Meyer [7] we show that to each function u e exS^7 which is not harmonic we can associate a point x e E such that P v u = u for all open neighborhoods V of x. Here P v is the hitting operator associated with V. We then say that u has support at x in analogy to the property introduced in axiomatic potential theory by Herve [4] . We then discuss the axiom of proportionality, i.e., when is it true that if u u u 2 e exS^ have support at x, it follows that u γ -au 2 for some a ^ 0. Some conditions are given which guarantee this property.
In § 4 we begin the discussion of representation of elements of £f. A uniform integrability condition on S^ is imposed and we define a suitable compact, convex set J2Γ in 6^. Using the Choquet theorem and the characterization of ex6f established in § 3, we define a subset EdE and a metric topology on E which allows us to represent each potential peJΓ in the form p(x) = \u(x, y)v{dy) for some Borel measure v^O on E. Here u: E x E-> [ϋ, oo] is a function measurable with respect to the product Borel field on E x E and having the property that the function x -+ u(x, y) is an extremal excessive func-126 RICHARD DUNCAN tion for each yeE.
In § 5 the dual operator U is introduced, defined for a continious function on E with compact support by Uf(y) -\f (x)u(x, y) dx. Some properties of U are investigated, and the integral representation is then extended to all potentials p e S^.
2. Preliminaries and notation* The primary reference for the material in this paper will be Blumenthal and Getoor [2] , and most of the notation will be taken from that book. Let therefore E be a locally compact separable metric space, and write E Δ = E (J {A} where A is the point at infinity if E is not compact and an isolated point otherwise. We denote by &(E) and &{E Δ ) the Borel sets of E and E Δ respectively. Let X = {Ω, J?~, J^, X t ,θ t ,P x ) be a standard process with state space (E, &(E) ). Thus X t :Ω-*E Δ for each t, 0 <Z t <Ξ oo, such that X s (ω) = A for all s ^ £ if X t {(ύ) = A. The path functions t -+X t (ω) y ω eΩ, are right continuous on [0, oo) and have left-hand limits on [0, ζ) almost surely. Here ζ = inf {t: X t = A} is the lifetime of X. The shift operators θ t : Ω-+Ω are defined by X t°0h = X t +h' For each xe E Δ , P x is a probability measure on the σ-algebra J^ such that x->P X (Λ) is &(E Δ ) measurable for each Λ e J^ and P X (X O = x) = 1. The reader is referred to [2] for the definitions of {^7} and ^. Finally, X is assumed to be strong Markov and quasi-left continuous on [0, ζ).
If F is any topological space, we write B{F) for the real-valued Borel measurable functions on F, and bB(F) for the bounded elements of B(F). If F is locally compact Hausdorff, C K {F) will denote the real-valued continuous functions on F with compact support. If L is any space of functions, L + will denote the nonnegative elements of L. If / G B(E) we extend / to E Δ by setting f(A) = 0.
We denote by P/*, a ^ 0, the ^-transition operator so that P t a f(x) = eβt # x [/TO] for / G &£(#). Set P t = P, Recall that the fine topology is the coarsest topology on E relative to which each / e S^a is continuous, a > 0. Let u e S^ Unless otherwise qualified, the statement u = 0 will mean that u is the zero function. Similarly, u Φ 0 will mean that u is not identically zero.
One basic assumption which will be assumed to hold throughout is the existence of a (Radon) reference measure. This is a Radon measure dx having the property that a set Be^(E) is of potential zero, i.e., U(x, B) = 0 for all x e E, if and only if I dx = 0. This condition is satisfied if the elements in £f a are lower semi-continuous for some a > 0. If /, g e 6^a and f = g a.e., dx, then / and g are identical. Also, under this assumption each / e £^a is Borel measurable. An important situation where a reference measure exists is when there is a dual Markov process X t as in Chapter VI of [2] . Here the resolvent kernel is of the form U a f(x) = \u a {x, y)f{y)ξ{dy) where u a : We make finally the following assumption on U: If / is a bounded Borel measurable function on E with compact support, then the function x -> Uf(x) is finite. This condition is always satisfied by the operator U a for a > 0 and in fact the assumption is mainly a convenience that simplifies the notation. The reader can easily convince himself that all of the following results are true when stated in terms of α-potentials for a > 0. Under this assumption each excessive function is the limit of an increasing sequence {Uf n } of finite potentials where each f n ^ 0 is in B(E).
We fix once and for all a reference measure dx and, changing our notation slightly, we agree to denote by Sf the set of all excessive functions of X which are locally integrable with respect to dx. Now £/* is a convex, proper, pointed cone of functions on E and we denote by ex6^ the set of extreme rays of S^\ ueexS^ if and only if for any representation of u in the form u = u t + u 2 with u 19 u 2 e £S it follows that u t = au 2 for some a ^ 0. We will draw heavily upon the following result found in Meyer [7, p. For the proof, we will need a series of lemmas. (x) . But {liminf w? < u 2 } = φ by the above remark. Thus A = ψ and for any xe E with u(x) < co we have lim sup v%(x) ^ u^x) ^ lim inf u?(x); therefore ut -> u, and hence ul -> u 2 on {u < oo}. Proof. Since u e Sf we always have P B u ^ u. To show P^w ^ M, consider a point x e E where u(x) < oo. Then the measure P B (x, .) puts no mass on {u = oo}. Since % ft ^ % for all n, the dominated convergence theorem implies P B (x, u n 
and since β > 0, P B u{x) = u(x). Hence P s w = u on {^ < 00} and since {u = 00} has cfo-measure zero, P B u = u everywhere. Proof. Since ueexS^, there is a sequence {g n } of nonnegative Borel functions with Ug n } u. Assume the conclusion is not true, and let KaE be an arbitrary compact. Then 1 = I κ + I κ c and hence Ug n = UI κ g n + UI κc g n \ u. Here I B denotes the indicator function of B, "for any Be^(E).
By Theorem (2.1) and Lemma (3.4) and the fact that Ug n ^ u for all n, we can find a subsequence {n'} and excessive functions u u u 2 e £f such that UI κ g nι -> u γ and ΌIj?g w -> ^2 on { % < oo} with % = u x + % 2 . Since u e exS^, u 2 = βu for some β ^ 0. Now /S^O since otherwise UI κ g n ,->u and J^, = 0 on K c for all n'. Thus UI κ cg n , -> βu on { % < oo} and /3>0. But for any xeE, = UI κ cg n ,{x) .
Hence Lemma (3.5) implies that P κ cu = u. But iί was an arbitrary compact and u is therefore harmonic, giving a contradiction. (3.3) . Suppose ue ex£/* is not harmonic. Then by Lemma (3.6) we can find a compact KczE and a sequence {/Jc B + (E) with each / Λ vanishing outside of if and Uf n ->u on { % < oo}, Z7/ Λ ^ % for all n. We define recursively a decreasing sequence {Bj} of nonempty Borel sets such that diameter (Bj) [ 0 and such that for each j > 0 there is an a ά > 0 and subsequence {n'} c {n} with UI B .f n r -* (XjU on {u < oo}. Set B γ -K and assume i^ has been defined with a corresponding a 3 -> 0 and subsequence {w' } c {w}. Since B 3 czK is compact, we can find a finite Borel partition {CJ of B ά such that diameter (d) < 1/j diameter {Bj) for each i. Then 7 5y = Σ*^ an( i hence UI B .f n > = ΣiUI c .f n , -> a ό u. By Theorem (2.1) and Lemma (3.4) , there is an i 0 , a subsequence {w"} c {^'}, and excessive functions u u u 2 e^ with u^φQ such that UI Ci f n "-^^ι and Σi^o^Λ"^π Proof. Suppose OJ is polar and let 0 Φ u e ex6^ have support at x with \\u\\ -M < oo. Let {(?J be a decreasing sequence of open sets containing x with f\ n G n = {x}. Let yeE he distinct from x. Then T Gn \ oo a.s., P» and ^(T/) = P G u{y) = E«[U(X TG J] £ MP«[T Gn < oo]. By (4.24) of [2, Chap. II] , X? Gn -> A a.s., P* as ^->co. Since X TGn e G n on {T Gn < oo} a.s., it follows that T Gn = oo a.s. P y for large w. Hence P y [T Gn <°°]|0as^->oo and therefore u(y) = 0. Since y Φ x was arbitrary, u{y) = 0 for all y Φ x and hence % = 0 as dx does not charge the polar set {x}. This contradicts the fact that u Φ 0, thus completing the proof. Proof. Let D be a finely perfect set containing x, and let y e E be arbitrary. Then there is a decreasing sequence
Proof of Theorem
But each G n is a neighborhood of x, therefore P Gn u{y) = u(y) for all n, and it follows that u(y) = P D u(y). Since y was arbitrary, We now prove the main result concerning regularity. On the other hand, if ε > 0, there is an x e E such that u 2 (x) < (β + eίu^x). But (β + ε)^ and w 2 also have support at x and are regular at x, implying that u 2 <^ (β + ε)^. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, u 2 ŷ δ^i and therefore βu λ = u 2 , proving the first part of the theorem.
To prove the second part, assume that u e Sf has support at x and is regular at x. Then if u = u x + u 2 with u u u 2 eS^, we have u = p D u = P D u γ + P D u 2 = u x + u 2 for all finely perfect D containing x. But P D Ui ^ u { (i = 1, 2) and hence P^ = %<. Thus ^ and u 2 have support at a; and are regular at x. The preceding proof implies that u γ = ίra 2 for some a ^ 0 and therefore w e ex^.
Suppose eα;^7 has the following property: If u e exS^ has support at x, then u is locally bounded and continuous on E. Using Proposition (3.10), it is easy to see that exS^ is regular. We show that in certain cases a form of continuity is actually necessary for regularity to hold. PROPOSITION 
Assume X is a Hunt process. Let x 0 be regular for {x 0 } and suppose u e exS^ has support at x 0 and u(x 0 ) Φ O Then u is the unique (up to a nonnegative multiplicative constant) element in ex£f having support at x 0 if and only if u(x)
Proof. Since x 0 is not polar and u(x 0 ) Φ 0, it follows that the excessive function P Xn u(
is not identically zero, has support at x 0 and is regular there, and is therefore in ex£f from Theorem (3.12). If u(x 0 ) = oo, then E*[u(x Tχ )\ could only take the values 0 and oo since X Tχ = x 0 a.s., on {T XQ < oo}. But then P x jι = 0 a.e. since P Xύ u e 6^, and hence P XQ u = 0, a contradiction. Now the uniqueness assumption on u implies that u = (xP XQ u for some a ^> 0 and since 0 < P Zd u(x 0 ) = u(x 0 ) < ©o it follows that a = 1 and therefore
u(x) = P Xd u(x) = E*[U(X TXQ )]
^ u(x 0 ) < oo for all xeE. Conversely, assume u(x) g u(x Q ) < oo for all xeE.
Let {G n } be a decreasing sequence of open sets containing x 0 such that f\ n G n = {x o } Then T Gn | T^ a.s. Since X is a Hunt process, X^ -*X Tχ = ^0 and lim w w(-3Γ Γσ ) ^ ^(JC Γa .) = ^6(α; 0 ) on {T Xo < oo}. But τ^(x) ^ i6(α^0) for all xeE and hence lim % u(X ΓG ) = u(x 0 ) on {ϊ 7^ < oo}. The bounded convergence theorem now implies that u(
[u(X Tχ )] = P Γa .^(x) for each xeE and the proof is complete. The property of regularity is not shared by all standard processes (consider translation to the right on the line), and we now seek other conditions which guarantee the uniqueness property announced in Theorem (3.12) . First let us state this property explicitly. (A) Let x e E be arbitrary. If u u u 2 e ex£f have support at x, then u γ = au 2 for some a ;> 0.
This property was first studied by Herve [4] in axiomatic potential and is known as the axiom of proportionality. We introduce now a property that will guarantee (A) in a large number of cases. (B) Suppose u e ex&* has support at x, and let D be finely perfect set containing x. Then P D u has support at x.
Note that the property includes the case P D u = 0. We will state explicitly when (B) is assumed to hold.
Let (3.14) . But P D u{x) = t&(ίc) ^ 0 and therefore P D u = u, proving that eα;^ is a regular.
According to Theorem (3.3) , to each u e exS^ which is not harmonic we can associate a point xe E such that u has support at x. We want to consider the case where to each u e exS^ which is not harmonic, there is a unique point x at which u has its support. In axiomatic potential theory this property holds by virtue of the sheaf properties of the harmonic functions in that theory. Here, however, we do not have the property that if G t and G 2 are open and u is harmonic in G 1 and G 2 , then u is harmonic in GiUG^ For a Hunt process this property holds if u is locally bounded (cf. Meyer [7] ).
For the moment we content ourselves with the following results. PROPOSITION 
Assume <fs c ex£f is regular. If ue^f has support at x t and x 2 , then u(Xj) = u(x 2 ).
Proof. Suppose u{x t ) < 8 < u{x 2 ). Then V = {u < 8} is finely open and contains x x . Now u(X Tv ) <Ξ 8 a.s., on {T v < oo} since u is finely continuous; hence u{x 2 DEFINITION 3.19 . <2S s βx^7 is separating if to each u e ^ there is a unique xeE such that w has support at x.
From Proposition (3.7), it follows that if ^ £ eα^ contains no harmonic functions and each ue^ has the property that its supremum is approached in any neighborhood of one and only one point in E, then ^ is separating. The following proposition justifies the terminology. 4* Representation of excessive functions* In this section we prove a representation theorem, in integral form, for a certain class of potentials of the standard process X. In the next section we extend this representation to all potentials in £f. Recall that &" denotes the set of all excessive functions that are locally integrable with respect to the reference measure dx. We now topologize y as a subset of M + (E), the nonnegative Radon measures on E: to each ueSŵ e associate the measure u(x)dx. This topology on £f is locally convex and it is given by the family of semi-norms {p f : f e C K {E)} defined byp f (u) = \fudx. Thus a sequence {u n } c S? converges to u e £f if and only if \fu n dx-*\fudx for all feC κ (E). Moreover, because of the hypotheses on the state space E, S^ is metrizable (Cf. Choquet [3] ).
A cap of Sf is a compact subset of Sf of the form {h ^ 1} where h is a map of Sf into [0, °o] , linear in the sense that u, v e 6f, and h(au) = ah(u) for u e Sf, a e R + = [0, oo). In order to guarantee the existence of a sufficient number of caps of S^, we will make a special assumption. Recall that a sequence {v n } of nonnegative Radon measures on E is bounded if the sequence {Vn(f)} is bounded for each feCi(E).
Our special assumption, which holds in the situation discussed in [7, Chap. II], is as follows: (4.1) Suppose {u n } c Sf is a bounded sequence in M + {E) and u n ->u a.e., for some ueS^.
Then there is a subsequence {u n ,}cz{u n } such that M Λ / -> % in *5^.
It 
e Sf\ l{v) = [ l{u)v(du).
Let now {K n } be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of E with K n c= K n+1 and E = \J n K n . Let {/J be a sequence of nonnegative continuous functions with compact support such that for each n, f n {x) = 1 for all x e K n . Choose numbers a n > 0 such that ΣΛ \ /^ = 1, and denote by h: £f -> [0, ©o] the functional defined by h(u) = ^na n \f n udx. It is clear that h(0) = 0, Λ(i6 + v) = h{u) + h(v) for %,VG ^, and h(βu) = /Sfc(^) for /S ^ 0. If we let J>T = {u: h{u) ^ 1} = {^: Σ»«n l/»i«2α; ^ 1}, then (4.1) implies that J%Γ is a compact, convex set in Sf. Therefore, if & is the convex, proper cone generated by J?", S? will have compact base J%Γ and will be σ-compact. Note that S? -{ue<^: h(u) < <>o} and that if v e S^ is bounded, then v e Sf. finally, we denote by ^{^T) the Borel sets of Proof. Consider an integer n > 0 and α > 0. We show first that \ Uj A ndx -+ 1 u A ndx for all Borel sets B c E having compact clo-
}B JB
sure. Assume this is not the case so that there is an ε > 0 and a > ε for some subsequence {j'} c {j} with I u jf A ndx -I u A ndx Borel set B with compact closure and for all f. By Theorem (2.1) and (4.1) we can find a subsequence {j"} c {j'} and an excessive function u such that u jf , ->u a.e. as j" -> oo and that \fu jf ,dx -•> \fudx for all feC κ (E) .
It follows that ί/ffώ = \fudx for all feC κ (E) and therefore u -u a.e., hence everywhere. Thus Uj,,->u a.e., and S %,, Λ ndx-* \ u A ndx, giving the desired contradiction. 
